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The Jewelry Business Magazine

THE STATE OF
THE JEWELRY
INDUSTRY TODAY
By Frank Dallahan

The jewelry industry is a relatively small segment in the larger US
economy. The Covid Pandemic has created a sense of concern
and yes, perhaps even dread, among some members of the
industry. The question is spoken in virtually every conversation,
when will we return to a more normal business environment?
Every phone conversation ends with the admonition to “stay
safe.” This is an indication of the level of concern by members
of the industry.
With all the concern being expressed, are you curious why
business at retail has been surprisingly good? Some would
even say, business has been exceptionally strong. The primary
reason for this strength is the creative energy of those retailers
and manufacturers who decided to do something other than
complain about business.
The old saying: “Necessity is the mother of invention,” is so
true and is the reason why retail jewelers and manufacturers
have adapted to the Pandemic. Faced with a situation where
customers are not travelling to the retailer’s store. What do
you do? The reasons for buying have not changed. Wedding
anniversaries continue. Weddings are now permitted. Birthdays
happen every day. These are other indications of getting back
to normal. Gift giving is back in vogue! How do you attract new
customers? How do you get long time customers to return to
your store?
The answer is Promotion and the use of technology. The
Internet. Facebook. Zoom. Instagram. Advertise. Promote. Use
old technology too! Write notes reminding them of important
upcoming dates. Talk to your customers. Call them. Invite them
into the store by appointment. Explain your safety protocols.
Emphasize how careful you are, because you understand their
concerns.

show where you will select new products for the store. Their
input will be invaluable to you.
Speaking of trade shows, Reed Exhibitions, announced a
change of dates from their originally planned dates in May/
June to August/September. This is an outgrowth of the Covid
Pandemic.
Some in the industry have complained that moving the show
to August/September will negatively impact the show because
it is so late the in the season. However, going to a late August/
early September time frame does have its advantages. You will
get to see the actual new products and not just photographs.
You can see and evaluate the quality and craftsmanship of the
products when you see the products in the flesh.
As important, you can speak with the principals of the firms
you visit and discuss matters of concern. You also have the
opportunity of seeking out new vendors.
Also of note are the educational opportunities available at the
show. These opportunities offer retail jewelers an opportunity
to gain better insights into their business.
Additionally, the opportunity to
meet with jewelers from other
parts of the country and
discuss business is
always of value.

Frank Dallahan

Ask customers to participate in a product selection program.
Show them three sets of 12 assortments you are considering
to purchase. Ask them to rank the products in order of their
interest. Tell them you are preparing to attend the annual trade
8
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By Larry Spicer

PROTECT
YOUR JEWELRY
BUSINESS FROM

CYBERCRIME
As we have seen during the COVID-19 pandemic, many small businesses are turning to e-commerce as an
additional way to reach their customer base and make sales. These digital e-commerce platforms provide
convenience for the consumer as well as efficient and seamless payment processes.
As e-commerce technology continues to evolve and become more sophisticated, criminals are developing
tactics to target your assets without ever stepping foot inside your business.

COMMON TYPES OF CYBERCRIME:
• Identity theft using phishing techniques via email, text or phone call.
• Setting up fake accounts that mimic those of a company’s suppliers, and then asking for payment to that account.
•T
 aking over a store’s mailing system to obtain private information from its customers.
The best way for you to protect your business and customers is to be aware of your vulnerabilities and
implement steps to strengthen your security.
Even if you do not sell inventory online, any computer connected to the internet can become a target, a
source of attempted crime. This is even more relevant if you have a broadband connection using either a
cable or DSL connection that is always on.

OTHER SECURITY TIPS INCLUDE:
• Add security and anti-virus/anti-malware software to any computer connected to the internet. Depending
on how you use the internet, increase the levels of intrusion protection and detection including firewalls
making certain to change the product default passwords.
• Keep your systems current with applicable vendor security patches and update anti-virus/anti-malware
software weekly or even daily.
• Take extreme caution when opening and downloading email attachments unless you know exactly what it is
and that it’s from a reliable source.
• Take extreme caution when clicking on links in emails unless you know it is from a reliable source. Email
phishing is the most common way computers are compromised.
• Protect access to inventory records or financial records stored on computers to prevent disgruntled or
former employees from stealing, altering or destroying important business data. Protect data that is stored
- restrict access, use security software to encrypt data, and do not retain data for longer than necessary.
Protect both the primary source and any backups.
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• Use access protection methods, such as strong passwords or passphrases, to prevent access to unauthorized
persons. Multi-factor authentication is recommended when connecting to systems remotely.
• Back up and save computer data regularly. Test the back-ups often and store the back-ups at a site away
from your business location. Encrypting backups is recommended.

SECURITY TIPS FOR TAKING PAYMENT CARDS
Payment card processing can be overwhelming and expensive and is sometimes referred to as a necessary
evil for small businesses.
When making sales by payment card transaction there are a few considerations to keep in mind. The first
is the type of payment card being used —a chipped Europay, Mastercard and Visa (EMV) or non-chipped
(magnetic stripe) card. Chipped cards are much harder for criminals to duplicate making the unchipped
version more of a target. This means there is a higher risk when conducting sales with unchipped cards.
It’s a good idea to create a committed practice around payment card acceptance that’s written into your
store policy. Here are a few best practices that could be written into the policy.

PAYMENT CARD TRANSACTION BEST PRACTICES
• Follow the rules set out in the merchant account agreement for accepting payment by way of payment
cards. If you don’t, and a sale is determined to be fraudulent, there is a slim chance of recovering the
loss, even if you have insurance that covers this type of loss.
• Match the signature to the name on the payment card. Take the extra time to read it closely, don’t just
check to see if there is a signature.
• Check the payment card for a signature on the back. If it doesn’t have one, get the client to produce
another form of ID with their name and signature on it, then have them sign the payment card so you can
compare. Check the other ID to make sure the name matches the signature on the payment card as well.
• Verify that the signatures compare if you have after sales programs, such as free cleaning and servicing
for a year, that involve a client signature to sign up.
• Accepting payment cards over the phone. Require the following pieces of information for every card
payment you take over the phone:
– Complete card number
– Expiration date
– Security code/CVV code
– Billing ZIP code (match the billing and shipping zip codes while on the phone, if they are different, ask
the customer why they don’t match)
On the signature line of the receipt, write “phone order” and file the paper receipt. When shipping the
order, purchase tracking for the shipment so you have a paper trail. This will make it more difficult for a
customer to claim their goods were not received or it was fraudulent.
• Know your customer. Good sales practice is to have a rapport with a client and obtain their name and
remember it. This happens at the front end of a potential sale, before a payment card is presented. When/
if a payment card is presented, verify the name they provided matches the name on the payment card.
For added security, you can also protect your business with a cyber liability insurance policy. This covers the
loss of money incurred due to financial fraud, as well as liability claims where there is a duty to defend lawsuits
or regulatory penalties are incurred. Work with a Jewelers Mutual agent to help you find the right insurance
coverage to fit your needs. Visit www.jewelersmutual.com/findanagent to find an agent in your area.

Larry Spicer

Vice President, Loss Prevention and Risk Management Services, Jewelers Mutual® Group
Larry Spicer joined the leadership team of Jewelers Mutual Group as the vice president of Loss Prevention and Risk Management
Services in 2019. Larry has over 20 years’ experience as a security professional, having held leadership positions at Aurora Healthcare,
Home Depot, and Kohl’s. Most recently he was the Director, Public Safety at Aurora Healthcare in Milwaukee, WI, responsible for the
development and implementation of security strategies and procedures to safeguard over 70,000 team members.
Larry maintains Jewelers Mutual’s high level of loss prevention excellence and puts commercial lines policyholders first.
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EMBRACING THE

SUCCESSION
PLANNING PROCESS

By Bill Boyajian

As the owner of a small or medium sized business, your primary
responsibility is not just to lead but also to develop new
leaders so well that it makes your role less essential. This goes
against the grain of almost everything an owner-entrepreneur
has worked so hard to attain. It’s a paradox that the goal is to
become less important and less indispensable over time.
To take your business to the next level, you need leaders who
can help you get there. The real proof of your leadership will
not come from your ability to build a business. It will come from
your ability to secure the long-time viability of the business by
developing the leadership skills of your successor candidate
and by planning for succession effectively.
The best owners ensure the success of the transition process
by managing their own egos and stepping aside gracefully. But
other owners jeopardize good succession by undermining the
leadership of their successors – doing deep dives into areas of
minutia where they don’t belong – after the business transition
has supposedly taken place.

need to be patient and give your successor some time to settle
into their new leadership position. Your successor will certainly
make mistakes. So did you. That’s how we learn. Your job is
to be available to encourage and assist your successor with
advice when called upon. By moving into a compassionate
supporting role, you will be in the best position to help prevent
any major mistakes and support new winning endeavors.
Mature owners understand and appreciate the role they have
played in contributing to the family enterprise, and have the
courage and willingness to rest on those accomplishments.
Learning to celebrate your own achievements and to savor the
anticipated vision and goals of your successor is a tangible and
laudable objective.
Planning succession is not the end of your responsibilities as
an owner. It’s more like the beginning of the end. The ultimate
test of your leadership and your stewardship will be your ability
to plan and execute a successful business transition.
If I can help you with this, please feel free to contact me.

If you are passing your business on to your son or daughter
or another relative, it is likely that they have different talents
and skills than you do, and perhaps a style of leadership that
doesn’t mirror yours. There is no one best way to lead, so an
outgoing owner must not assume that their way is the best way.
Great owners pass on the ability to lead, not the way to lead.
Successors succeed or fail based on their experience and
abilities. I have yet to see a successor who was truly ready to
take over fail in their new role. So as an outgoing owner, you
12
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Bill Boyajian
Bill is the former long-time president of the
Gemological Institute of America, and is
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for
a wide variety of businesses in the gem and
jewelry industry, specializing in leadership,
business, and organizational development,
family transition, and succession planning. Bill is
the author of Developing the Mind of a Leader
– Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach
and speaker, and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.

WHY YOU NEED TO

MAKE YOURSELF

REDUNDANT
By David Brown

In his best-selling business book “Maverick” Brazilian entrepreneur
Ricardo Semler talks about the importance of making yourself
redundant will develop his/her staff and the department they
work sufficiently that decisions they had previously made could
be dealt with further down the line. This would then free the
manager up to undertake a new role.
For many business owners this sounds impossible. After all, they
think, how could my business function without me? If you’re
thinking like this, you’re dicing with the laws of probability.
Granted, you may have strong skills, but are you the best person
to do everything in your organization?
Are you the best at hiring or firing staff?
Buying product?
Merchandising?
Dealing with customer issues?
Making sales?
David Brown
David is the President of The Edge Retail
Academy (sister company of The Edge),
who provide expert consulting services
to help with all facets of your business
including inventory management,
staffing, sales techniques, financial growth
and retirement planning...All customtailored to your store’s needs. By utilizing
the power of The Edge, we analyze
major Key Performance Indicators that
point to your store’s current challenges
and future opportunities. Edge Pulse is
the ideal add-on to the Edge, to better
understand critical sales and inventory
data to improve business profitability. It
benchmarks your store against 1100+
other Edge Users and ensures you stay on
top of market trends. Ph 877-569-8657,
ext. 1, Inquiries@EdgeRetailAcademy.
com or www.edgeretailacademy.com
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Dealing with the accountant and bankers?
Paying the salaries?
Opening and closing the business each day?
What about all the other tasks that an owner might take the
responsibility to make?
The odds of you being the best at all of these tasks are relatively slim – in fact it’s
almost a certainty, given the different types of skills required, that someone will be
better at some of these than you are – and even if they aren’t, can they do it well
enough that you don’t need to?
We have a mentality in this country that you must be seen to work hard. Notice the word
that has been underlined. It’s appearances that matter, not actual results. Our nation
was built on the back of the hard work ethic whether that work was effective or not.

The German army recognized the dangers of this. They divided
their generals into four different categories – those who were
lazy and stupid, those who were lazy and industrious, those
who were clever and industrious and those who were clever
and lazy. The stupid seldom had a place in the hierarchical
plans. The industrious and clever had a place in the general
staff – but it was the clever and lazy who were given the highest
positions. They were recognized for what they were – smart
enough to make good decisions and lazy enough to not get
caught up with trying to implement them.

This is not as hard as you think – many lawyers and CPA’s
track their time in order to bill clients so you can do the same.
Download a timesheet template and keep it with you during
the day. Track your time over a period of at least a week, ideally
longer for those tasks that don’t come up as frequently. Set an
hourly alarm as a reminder to go back and complete, should
you forget

So why make yourself redundant? Chances are most of your
day-to-day tasks are standing in the road of you doing the really
important things – the bigger strategic decisions like planning
and marketing that a business needs done but seldom puts at
the top of the priority list, simply because it lacks urgency. Yet
its these decisions that will contribute the most to a business
growing whereas most of the tasks a manager completes are
focused on fire fighting.

Now you have a record of your time go back and categorize
the tasks you have been doing. Divide them into 4 separate
categories, from easiest to hardest, depending on how easily
you can pass those tasks onto someone else. The idea is not to
eliminate everything straight away but to start by eliminating
those that are easiest to eliminate and progressively working
up from there. As you move forward keep the timesheet habit
going so you can watch out for new tasks and measure your
success at eliminating the ones that you have decided to get
rid of. You will constantly be recategorizing tasks based on the
ease with which they can be delegated or eliminated.

So how do you eliminate yourself from your business? The
starting point is to identify what you spend your time on now.

Continue this exercise on a regular basis and you’ll be shocked
how much time you will begin to get back.

Now More Than Ever!

This year Mother’s Day will be celebrated on Sunday May 9th.
Although the National Retail Federation (NRF) won’t report the
2020 Mother’s Day sales results until early April 2021, sales for
Mother’s Day 2020 were expected to reach $204.74 billion.
As always, jewelry was to be the category with the highest
sales and were expected to reach $5.27 Billion – yes,
historically more money is spent on jewelry for Mother’s
Day than any other gift category. The NRF ranks Mother’s
Day as the 2nd holiday for overall spending. Mother’s Day
outranks Valentine’s Day by billions, it is a significant shopping
event that jewelers should take advantage.
For many consumers, the coronavirus has put a spotlight
on opportunities to celebrate and show their loved ones
they care. In fact, 78% say that celebrating Mother’s Day is
important to them this year, given the current state of the
pandemic. This sentiment shows up in spending plans as well:
On average, consumers say they plan to spend $205 on cards,
jewelry, flowers, and other gifts for mom, approximately $8
more than last year. “Families are in an unusual position this
year,” Prosper Insights Executive Vice President of Strategy
Phil Rist said. “Some consumers are looking to make up for
the fact they can’t take mom out by sending her something
a little extra special this year.”
At the same time, many households are dealing with real
financial hardships, health concerns and other burdens as
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a result of the pandemic and might not be in a position to
splurge on gifts. The vast majority (77%) of those who are
spending less on Mother’s Day this year say it is due to the
impact of COVID-19. As a result, consumers are looking for
new, creative ways to show mom they care. That includes
things like treating mom to a “spa day at home” with her
favorite nail polish, letting her sleep in and enjoy breakfast in
bed, doing a puzzle together or planning a family video call.
Even in the midst of the current uncertainty, consumers are
hopeful their daily lives and routines will return to normal in
time for Mother’s Day. While fewer consumers say they are
planning traditional outings, 46 percent still want to celebrate
mom with a special meal, day out or other activity. These
plans may be more aspirational than realistic given the current
environment, but they do show that consumers are eager to
recreate a sense of normalcy in these times.
In actuality, those special outings might take place as a socially
distant walk or standing on mom’s lawn to wave “hello.”
Instead of taking mom out for her favorite treat, consumers
may opt for a gift card to a local restaurant or a delivery from
her favorite bakery. Jewelers can also offer ‘gifts to go’ and
one - stop shopping – by offering “A Top 10 Mother’s Day
Wish List.” Feature 10 items that are in stock, ranging in price
points for easy selection and provide free gift wrapping & gift
cards. Mother’s Day magic!

By Gloria Maccaroni

Mother’s Day Gifting Goals:
Give Moms a gift that keeps on giving.

Finding a gift that’s more cost effective

Flowers wilt and take-out dinners are nice but not lasing,
jewelry is a gift that keeps on giving. A piece of precious
metal jewelry can give mom pleasure every day she wears
it for years to come.

Again, this is where jewelry is the best option. You could calculate
the cost per wear for any piece which would outperform any other
gift. As for cost effective – this is where STERLING SILVER shines.
This precious metal category is not only cost effective but will never
go out of fashion. A forever keepsake with styles for every budget.

Give something unique or memorable
Many shoppers are interested in finding something special.
What could be more unique than selecting a special piece
of jewelry for mom, a birthstone necklace, the ring that she
always wanted or what is more memorable than a charm
bracelet with all of moms’ favorite things?

Customers are looking for inspiration.

Something that’s convenient.

A shift in gift spending

This is an easy one for jewelers. Offer a selection of key pieces
at varying price points, add free gift wrapping and have
little gift cards on hand to create one stop shopping. Would
Amazon or a department store be able to offer these services?

Surveys say that people plan to spend more on electronics and
home goods for Mother’s Day but think of all of the dollars that
would have been spent on dinners out and spa days. It’s your time
to make suggestions for jewelry items that will be enjoyed for years!

Hunting down the perfect gift for Mom can be a daunting task.
Regardless of gender, age or income, those shopping for Mother’s
Day gifts welcome ideas, and who is more skilled in this area than
jewelry retailers to suggest ideas for the perfect gift?

By the Numbers*
Here’s the breakdown of where those dollars will end up going:
Jewelry

$5.27 billion

Special outings like
brunch or dinner

$4.6 billion

Flowers

$2.6 billion

Gift cards

$2.6 billion

Clothing

$2.3 billion

Electronics

$2.2 billion

Personal services
like spa treatments

$2.0 billion

( * est NRF April 2020)

Spending on Mother’s Day jewelry has increased from $2.3 billion in 2009 to over $5.2 billion today.
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Sterling

Mother’s Day Must Have: Samuel B
925 Silver,18K & Blue Mother of Pearl Flower “Sumba Earring” MSRP $171.
wholesale.samuelb.com/516-466-1826
More calls are made on Mother’s Day than any other day of the year.
Approximately 122 million calls are made on the second Sunday of May.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Joryel Vera
Sterling silver & Lolite earrings with 14kt gold plated setting.
MSRP $238.
joryelverawholesale.com/561-508-2945
Mother’s Day is the third highest selling holiday for flowers and plants,
after Christmas and Hanukkah.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Adel Chefridi
Sterling,18k Gold, .04 ct. diamond, satin finish, with 16-18” adjustable antiqued
silver chain. MSRP $415.
adelchefridi.com/845-684-5185
Create a special Mother’s Day section on your websites home page
and in you store.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Bella Cavo
Sterling with simulated topaz birth gem bracelet MSRP $115
kellywaters.com/800-647-7017
According to the Insure.com 2018 Mother’s Day Index, the various
tasks moms perform at home would be worth $68,875 a year in the
professional world.
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Must Haves

Mother’s Day Must Have: Michou
Silver & gold pendant with peridot, pearl, rhodolite & garnet. MSRP $354.
michoujewelry.com/530-525-3320
When shopping for a gift for Mother’s Day, 44 percent of respondents during
a recent survey stated that finding a unique gift was the most important
shopping consideration.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Hope Faith Miracles
Sterling Fleur de Lis earrings. MSRP $90.
hopefaithmiracles.com /843-295-0764
Mother’s Day spending has increased over 12 billion dollars since 2010, when
expenditure reached around 14.6 billion dollars. Statista Research Department

Mother’s Day Must Have: Belle Etoile
White mother-of-pearl with hand-painted black Italian enamel bangle,
rhodium-plated, 925 sterling silver. MSRP $695.
belleetoilejewelry.com/877-838-6728
In 2020, U.S. consumers planned to spend around one billion U.S. dollars
on greeting cards for Mother’s Day.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Martha Seely
Sterling with blue & white topaz melee with18” snake chain. MSRP $535.
marthaseely.com/617-899-2162
The holiday is celebrated every year on the second Sunday of May.
This year it will be on May 9th.
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Sterling

Mother’s Day Must Have: PiYaRo
Silver cuff with 14k gold accents and .19ct diamonds. MSRP $1,499.
piyaro.com/1-888-427-8886
Anna Reeves Jarvis sought to honor her own mother by establishing an
intimate day of observance.

Mother’s Day Must Have: E.L. Design
Sterling & 14K “lasso” bangle. Clasp with 7mm garnet, also
available in children’s’ sizes for a “Mommy & Me” celebration.
MSRP $840.
eldesigns.com/800-828-1122
The very first Mother’s Day was celebrated in 1908.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Rembrandt Charms
Celebrate the special mom in your life- with a lifetime of memories.
Sterling silver charms and link bracelet. MSRP $369.
rembrandtcharms.com/800-828-7840
Woodrow Wilson signed Mother’s Day into law in 1914.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Kir Collection
Pearl stud earring in sterling silver. MSRP $199.
kircollection.com /303-530-1268
Anna Reeves Jarvis was angered when Mother’s Day became
commercialized & felt this was detracting from the personal and intimate
aspects of the holiday. Jarvis would eventually use all her money in the
fight against the commercialization of the holiday and died at the age of
84 in a sanatorium.
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Must Haves

Mother’s Day Must Have: Frederic Duclos
Sterling silver dream catcher necklace. MSRP $222.
Fredericduclos.com/714-898-3636
Every Mother’s Day there are approximately 152 million Mother’s Day cards sent.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Phillip Gavriel
Sterling ,18K & diamond popcorn tally bracelet. MSRP $395.
phillipgavriel.com/ 800-622-0960
Anna Reeves Jarvis used the carnation on Mother’s Day to
symbolize whether your mother was living. A red carnation meant
she was, and a white meant she had passed.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Lika Behar
Hammered sterling inversion hoop earrings. MSRP $260.
likabehar.com /201-933-7200 Ext 1
The average American buys 2.8 Mother’s Day cards, so most people are
buying more than just one for their mom. Many people opt to buy Mother’s
Day cards for grandmothers, sisters, and their mother-in-law.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Keith Jack
Sterling Silver, 10k gold & cubic zirconia pendant with 18” chain. MSRP $319.
keithjack.com/604-971-4367
In the vast majority of the world’s languages, the word for “mother” begins
with the letter M.
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Sterling

Must Haves

Mother’s Day Must Have: KELIM
Sterling forget me not flower pendant MSRP $100.
kelimjewelery.com /301-448-7367
The first thing a baby can vocalize is the ‘ma’ sound, which is why in almost
every language the word for mother begins with the letter ‘M’ or is some
iteration of the ‘ma’ sound.

Mother’s Day Must Have: Piazza Di Spagna
Tubogas triple coil sterling wrap bracelet. MSRP $285.
royalchain.com/ 800-622-0960

Must Have:
Help your customer in celebrating that
very special person their life.
Gloria Maccaroni
Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Silver Promotion Service (SPS).
SPS, launched in 2008, develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry in
major markets.
Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales. Brands and designers are
selected to participate in the program and can request more information by writing to info@savorsilver.com
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By Mia Katrin

Need More

CUSTOMERS?
5 TIPS FOR GETTING
NEW CUSTOMERS THIS YEAR
Today, there is no “business as usual” because thanks to the Covid Crisis, there is no “usual.” 2020 changed everything.
Now, it’s time to think outside the box. Instead of trying to recapture the past, step up to the plate and capture the future.
The recent upheavals have revealed tremendous new opportunities. So, switch gears. Those who adapt will succeed.

Think Omnichannel
There used to be a choice between brick and mortar or online sales. Not anymore. 81% of Americans (265 million) and 35%
of the world’s population (2.7 billion) own a Smartphone, including 94% of people aged 18-29 and 91% of college graduates.
The average time spent daily on a smartphone is 171 minutes, almost 3 hours. The average user will tap, swipe and click their
phone 2,617 times a day. People are virtually online almost nonstop. If you’re sitting in your brick-and-mortar store waiting for
watch battery and repair customers to come into your store, you’re getting only a small slice of a large pie. You have to reach
out to your customers and prospects through all channels where they are—social media (Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest,
even LinkedIn, Twitter and TikTok), Google ads, direct text messages, You Tube videos and direct email marketing including
“sales funnels.” Your competition is.

5 concrete tips to getting new clients in 2021:

Always add
value first

1

Establish
social
credibility

Grow and use your
customer email list
with cell phone
numbers for text
messaging.

Always add value first

Offer something of real value that positions you as an expert.
Create a short video on You Tube that you post to Facebook
and Instagram showing what you are known for: custom, vintage,
colored gems, bridal. Pinpoint a problem your customers may
have and offer a solution. “Do you have drawer of old jewelry you
don’t wear anymore? Some pieces that are broken, some inherited,
some out of style? Bring them in and we’ll do a complimentary
evaluation, suggesting redesigns that retain your treasured jewels
of sentimental value, updated in beautiful new designs.” Share a
before and after video and watch your customers flock in!
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Create a
local business
alliance

2

“Sales
funnels”

Establish social credibility.

People trust reviews by other “real people”
like themselves more than slick ads or
celebrity endorsements. This is particularly important
for online sales. Offer a $100 store credit to 5-10
of your top satisfied customers who send you a 15
second video testimonial of themselves wearing their
jewelry and post these on Facebook and Instagram.
Check your Yelp and Google reviews to be sure they
are positive and respond and fix any negative reviews
or customer issues immediately.

3

Grow and use your customer email list with
cell phone numbers for text messaging.

This is gold, the bread and butter of your marketing
strategy. You should collect this information from all your
customers, and regularly expand your list through sales
funnels, acquiring customer lists, etc. You should frequently
contact through e-newsletter blasts and text messages with
exciting new products and offers. If possible, also connect with
key customers through direct messaging on Facebook and
Instagram, remembering birthdays, anniversaries, etc. This
personal touch is extremely effective.

4

Create a local business alliance

Reach out to 3-5 other local retailers to share some
of the same existing or potential customers, such as
florists, gyms, spas, salons, clothing and accessory retailers,
even retailers of luxury products such as cars or real estate. Form
close alliances where you meet regularly for coffee or lunch,
develop established relationships within your group. You may
be able to help each other, and your clients by recommending
clients that may be interested in each other’s services. Offer a
10% referral fee for successful newly generated sales.

5

“Sales funnels”
These direct promotions focus on conversions, adding
power to your online sales. Your website is like a brochure,

providing a company and product overview. You need to
have one, but it’s not the most powerful sales strategy. Wellcrafted, powerful sales offers projected widely thru email lists,
or Facebook, Instagram or Google ads, funneling directly to a
landing page with a check-out feature is a much more effective
way to convert to direct sales and leads.
These cutting-edge, well-established strategies are some of
the many being used by the most successful entrepreneurs
and companies regularly generating 5, 6 and 7 figure incomes
online. They’re just the tip of the iceberg.
The effects of Covid in 2020 have accelerated the transition
to omnichannel selling. Each year the pace of change gets
faster and faster. One upside? Your market has now expanded
to include the 7.8 billion population of the world. Master the
new marketing strategies and your potential for growth and
success is virtually unlimited.
Mia Katrin
Mia Katrin’s new agency www.TheJewelersMarketer.com
helps propel your sales to the top through social media
marketing and powerful ecommerce strategies. Free
initial analysis and recommendations. mia@jeweljewel.
com. Mia’s an award-winning designer featured over
100 top retail stores nationally. www.jeweljewel.com.
She’s an industry spokesperson, a Byline columnist, and
a regular invited speaker at the major trade events.

CUT THE CREEP
Building Accountability within the Planning Process
By Vince Rath

Creep happens. What is that, you ask? It is the “mold and
mildew” that lives in the corners of every business. It is the
little things we learn to live with that eventually become
unsightly and hard to scrub away. Creep begins with small
decisions and exceptions; the ones we make without regard
to their impact on time, resources or effectiveness. You know
what I’m talking about. Things like allowing inventory levels to
gradually grow because we can’t part with aged merchandise
or can’t say no to our sales rep “friends”. Or, it might be the
staffing, scheduling and financial concessions made to keep
the team happy; choices that sounded good at the time but
have now become restrictive or burdensome.
Even still, creep can include allowing poor conduct or poor
performance to linger because we want to avoid conflict or
believe that no one else can do that particular job as well as
that particular person. Over time, and if left unattended, those
well-meaning exceptions become the norm and leave a stain
on an otherwise beautiful business.

One of the good things to come from 2020 is that it provided
cover to rectify many of these well-intentioned but unsustainable
choices. Companies used the pandemic as a catalyst to correct
staffing levels and schedules, clean up unproductive inventory
and address long-standing performance issues. The question
I’m asking our clients is, “how do we avoid repeating this in the
future?” A good place to start is to use the planning process to
define our tolerances as much as our targets. Establishing what
we won’t do is just as important as defining what we would like
to accomplish. Let me explain.
We are all familiar with first-of-the-year planning efforts. It
usually follows some version of reviews of last year’s sales,
gross profit and expenses. Increase revenue 10%, don’t let
expenses exceed last year. That’s it. Meeting over. Sometimes
we include a special event calendar but rarely do we revisit
the plan or use it to guide our decisions. And that’s how the
creep happens. It is in our execution of the plan and our
accountability to its success.

TO ADDRESS THIS, I PROPOSE FOUR ADDITIONS TO YOUR PLANNING PROCESS.

FIRST,

think longer-term
about planning.

NEXT,

establish a
monthly review
process that
allows...

NEXT,

build an operating
plan that is also an
action plan.

LASTLY,

is accountability
to achieve
the plan.

First, think longer-term about planning. What will be important five years from now? Whether we’re talking about
brands, lab created goods, gold buying or virtual presentations, one thing is certain…change is going to happen.
Consider where your company stands relative to emerging issues. What technology, education or other improvements
will be necessary when new ideas become the norm? Accountable companies consider these types of issues and
incorporate progress toward them into their annual planning process.
Next, build an operating plan that is also an action plan. Explain how the company will reach the objectives
you just set. A good operating plan includes KPI targets, departmental budgets and other waypoints such as
staffing/payroll models, training completion outcomes and timelines and performance management tolerances.
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Considering our tolerances helps clarify our responses based
on degree or duration of variance. In other words, what action
will we take if we miss our goal by a little, a lot or often?
Well-developed tolerances help managers become more
consistent, predictable and fair. Finally, include a point person
for each phase of the plan.
Next, establish a monthly review process that
allows the company to gauge progress to its
goals, assess the likelihood they’ll be met and
provide room to amend the plan should it be
required. As part of your regular management team meeting,
include “review operating plan” as an ongoing agenda
item. No matter how thorough our thought process during
its development, there will always be unexpected events
that require us to revise our plan. Be purposeful about this.
Anticipate issues more than react to them. Then, ask the point
people to incorporate their response into the plan.
Lastly is accountability to achieve the plan.
This, more than anything, will drive performance
consistency throughout an organization. Whether
it is an external source such as a board, bank or
mentor or an internal one such as a supervisor, bonus program
or a promotion/demotion, decision-makers must feel the
rewards and consequences of their actions. If progress isn’t
occurring or isn’t occurring fast enough, change something.
Change the tone and tenor of your interactions, increase
your follow up frequency or apply the appropriate discipline.
Likewise, reinforce desired progress and effort with praise,
recognition or reward.
When properly developed, an accountable company has
a strong culture that produces discretionary effort from its
stakeholders. A good planning process clarifies expectations,
increases visibility on progress and makes achievement the
company’s priority. When that happens, managers sharpen
their critical eye, make decisions that align with the strategy
and take independent action to cut the creep.
ORS or how they might help your company improve its results,
feel free to contact him at vince@optimumretailsolutions.com
or at 801-907-1650.

Vince Rath
Vince Rath is the owner of Optimum Retail
Solutions, a coaching and operations improvement
company dedicated to independent jewelry
retailers. If you’d like to know more about ORS
or how they might help your company improve
its results, feel free to contact him at vince@
optimumretailsolutions.com or at 801-907-1650.
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The Retail Jeweler Adjusts Publishing Dates In
Response to The Change of Show Dates
As previously announced, the Las Vegas shows traditionally
held in June have moved their dates to August. In addition,
IJO, the Atlanta and JA shows are also scheduled for August
To help retail jewelers get more calendar centric information
and advertisers and exhibitors to get maximum exposure to
drive traffic, The Retail Jeweler has decided to change three
issue dates. The new issue dates are:
• May/June 2021
• July 2021 will be the Pre-Show issue
• August 2021 will be the Show issue
This year, 2021, The Retail Jeweler will still publish 8 issues but
will combine May/June and publish separate issues for July
and August. July will be positioned as the pre-Show issue and
August the show issue.

requested categories. Our newest Petite Birthstone series is
simple but elegant, adding a touch of sparkle to any charm
bracelet. Rembrandt offers a style that is perfect for everyone.
“In today’s world, consumers are searching for quality, value
and items that hold special meaning. Due to their sentimental
value, charms are more popular now than ever! Charm sales
have grown exponentially during the pandemic and continue
to reach new heights as more jewelers reopen for business. We
offer a sentimental charm for every occasion and life moment,”
states Eric Lux, Vice President, Rembrandt Charms.
Traditional charm bracelets are often passed down from
generation to generation. Today’s charms are tomorrow’s
heirlooms. A charm bracelet is a sentimental journey that recalls
special occasions and captures moments in time. Rembrandt
charms are the affordable classic collectibles that never go out
of style.
For more information, please visit: www.RembrandtCharms.com

Our objective is to schedule the magazine issues around key
shows and buying times.
The new reservation dates are as follows:
Issue

Reservation

May/Jun 2021

4/9/21

July – (Pre show issue) – 2021

6/2/21

Evocateur Wearable Art

August – (Show issue) – 2021

6/28/21

September – (Post show issue)

7/23/21

Did you know that the water lily symbolizes hope and rebirth?
Just what we all need today.Evocateur’s colorful Water Lillies
cuff features original art beautifully blended with 22k gold leaf
and enamel. Made in the USA. MSRP: $378

For additional information visit www.TheRetailJeweler.com.

“Change is a beautiful thing,” said the butterfly. And Evocateur’s
Wanderer cuff features original art by Lucy Peveto with 22k
gold leaf and enamel and is made in the USA. Available in two
widths. For more information email: info@evocateurstyle.com

Rembrandt Charms New Collection Spells Fun and
Fashion
The word is out, Rembrandt Charms’ new collection of Initial
Disc charms has plenty of character!
The collection includes two different Initial styles, with each
letter of the alphabet represented in a lower-case block and an
upper-case script. Additional charms feature an infinity symbol,
heart, ampersand, and hashtag. Each charm is engravable
on the back. Initials and birthstones are among our most
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New Fundamentals of Jewelry Appraisal Certification
Online Course Open for Registration
BriteCo the innovative jewelry appraisal and insurance provider
and the American Society of Appraisers the leading professional
society representing all appraisal discipline to include gems and
jewelry appraisers announced today that registration is now open
for new online course entitled, Fundamentals of Jewelry Appraisal
(FJA). With four sessions which began March 1st, 2021, the course
is designed to provide students with the core competencies that
every professional appraiser needs to accurately value gems and
jewelry for scheduled insurance coverage.
Presented live by an Accredited Senior Appraiser with over four
decades of experience in the jewelry industry and related fields,
students will learn the basic skills to confidently appraise gems
and jewelry, including a hands-on module using the automated
BriteCo Appraisal System. Upon successful completion of the
class, students will receive a certificate of completion from
the American Society of Appraisers. The FJA certificate of
completion will also be integrated into BriteCo’s cloud-based
appraisal system as an option addition to your record.
As part of a strategic partnership to provide retail jewelers
professional education opportunities, BriteCo offers its jeweler
partners (who are not currently members of the ASA) a 20%
discount on the Fundamentals of Jewelry Appraisal course as
well as three free months as an Ally Member of ASA. With more
than 2,000 retail jewelers nationwide signed up for BriteCo’s
cloud-based appraisal software, BriteCo provides jewelers
with a faster, easier and no cost way to streamline appraisals
while offering immediate personal jewelry insurance coverage
for their customers.
“The COVID pandemic has accelerated a digital transformation
for retail jewelers that will enable them to attract new customers,
become more efficient, and improve their appraisal skills and
offerings,” according to BriteCo founder and CEO Dustin Lemick.
“We are providing jewelers with a comprehensive technology tool
to streamline the appraisal process and apply the professional
knowledge and expertise they gain from this new ASA course.”

To register or learn more about the Fundamentals of Jewelry
Appraisal course, please visit http://bit.ly/GJ103. BriteCo
jewelers are encouraged to contact info@brite.co for their 20%
discount code prior to course registration.
About BriteCo:
The brainchild of a third-generation family jeweler, BriteCo is
an innovative insurance technology company that empowers
jewelers by providing them a free, fast, efficient, cloud-based
appraisal system and offers their customers A+ rated jewelry
and watch coverage they can trust. Licensed in all 50 states,
BriteCo provides unrivaled protection against damage, theft,
loss, or mysterious disappearance.

New Brevani Styles
Brevani’s neo-classic styles based on some of their best-selling
pieces appeal to a broad range of jewelry consumers. Pictured
from Left to Right:
These three-diamond chain earrings, E10706, with diamondaccented huggies in 14k yellow gold earrings features 0.55cts
of diamond. MSRP: $1,750; This Brevani necklace, P4290-18,
is 14kt yellow with 0.16cts of diamonds, and 3.18ctw of white
topaz. MSRP: $1,300; Rainbow sapphire huggies, E4238, which
are perfect for everyday and match every outfit! Crafted in 14k
yellow gold and featuring 0.32cts of rainbow sapphires. MSRP:
$525; This open paperclip link inspired pendant, P10716, is
simple, classic and perfect for everyday wear. This 14kt yellow
gold pendant features a 0.15cts of diamonds. MSRP: $580;
Hexagon-shaped white topaz ring, RM3970P, in 14kt rose gold
set with 0.13cts of diamonds, and 1.00ct of white topaz. MSRP:
$999; Simple and petite pave diamond triangle studs. Perfect
for an everyday look alone or stacked to up your #eargame!
These 14kt yellow gold earrings feature a 0.06cts of diamonds.
MSRP: $350.
For more information visit www.colormerchants.com or call
800-997-8780.

“We’re excited to be working with BriteCo and helping retail
jewelers find creative ways to improve their appraisal skills and
knowledge as they leverage digital technology and education
to grow their businesses,” says Johnnie White, CEO of ASA.
“This partnership will help provide retail jewelers with the skills
and knowledge needed to understand and properly apply the
principles of appraising gems and jewelry.”
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$2 Million Available in 2021 GIA Scholarships
Whether you are new to the gem and jewelry industry or a
veteran looking to expand your knowledge, education from GIA
will equip you with the tools to succeed. A scholarship from GIA
makes achieving your educational goals financially attainable.
GIA is accepting scholarship applications until March 31, 2021
for classes that start June through December of this year.

“We are deeply indebted to our friends at Jewelers of
America, specifically Lauren Kalma, for making this happen,”
said Susan Klemt Williams, Graymoor Lane’s Vice President.
“It brought our whole team so much joy to see our beautiful
pieces featured.”
To learn more about Graymoor Lane Designs, please visit
www.graymoorlanedesigns.com.

The scholarships are open to prospective students around
the world. For this application cycle, all prospective students
may apply for distance education programs, with limited
on-campus scholarship availability due to pandemic-related
capacity restrictions.
“In the previous scholarship application cycle, we received a
record-breaking number of applications which shows that now,
more than ever, students are in need of financial support to
transform their education goals into reality,” said, Duncan Pay,
GIA senior vice president of education and chief academic
officer. “This cycle was also the first time we began offering
need-based scholarships. We are committed to helping make
GIA education accessible to all as we continue to evolve how
we recruit and engage with our students.”
The number of scholarships awarded, as well as the amount
of each award, will vary by campus location. Changes to the
scholarship application cycle were made after assessing how to
effectively deliver programs and courses during the pandemic.
GIA has awarded more than $15 million in scholarships since
2010, helping more than 3,000 students study at GIA schools
around the world and through distance education programs.
For details on eligibility, how to apply and required documents,
visit GIA.edu/gem-education-scholarship-instruction-information.

Graymoor Lane Designs Worn by Tayshia Adams of
The Bachelorette
Graymoor Lane Designs, a division of Artistry, Ltd., was
ecstatic that Tayshia Adams wore two pieces of Graymoor Lane
Designs in the most recent season of The Bachelorette. In one
episode, she wore a Cypress Collection ring, which is Graymoor
Lane’s version of the Infinity Symbol. The sweeping curves of this
crisp, feminine ring in yellow gold emulates ageless style with a
composition that is familiar yet fresh, restrained yet chic.
In the Season Finale, Tayshia wore the Mini Bloom Ring. Inspired
by the warm embrace of Arne Jacobsen’s iconic Swan Chair,
Graymoor Lane’s Bloom Collection is every bit as avant-garde
and whimsical with a decidedly modern and feminine styling.
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Edge Retail Academy Announces Watch Market
Share Report
Watch Makers Can More Easily View Their Key Sales Metrics
The Edge Retail Academy (ERA), the leading jewelry industry
advisory company, launched The Watch Market Share Report
which shows manufacturers their Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) including market share and those of their competitors.
Edge Retail Academy has over 1100 retail stores contributing
sales and inventory data to its Edge and Vendor Pulse
programs. The aggregated data of these doors exceeds $2
billion in annual sales.
“Watch makers, like manufacturers in all jewelry categories,
are very interested in their sales, sell-through and market share
statistics,” said Sherry Smith, Director of Business Development,
ERA. “Our Report is able to aggregate the data across hundreds
of stores and present this actionable data in one report.”
The Watch Market Share Report is part of Vendor Pulse in
which vendors can subscribe to their aggregated data to
better understand sell-through data and inventory levels.
Vendors participating in the Vendor Pulse program include
DeBeers, NPD, Hearts of Fire, Memoire, Gabriel, Ashi, and
Pandora, among others.
“Vendor Pulse has been a great way for us to see how we are
performing at retail. This gives us the opportunity to engage
our retail-partners in ways that help our business and theirs,
based on real-time data and a mutual desire to drive turn and
inventory efficiency,” said Peter Smith, President of Mémoire.
More information about the Vendor Pulse program can be
found at https://www.edgeretailacademy.com/vendor-pulse

Susan Eisen Recognized As Top Goldsmith & Designers
Susan Eisen was chosen as one of the top goldsmiths and
designers in the jewelry industry by MJSA in their second
volume publication entitled Professional Excellence in Jewelry
Making and Design.
The article featured a technique created by Ms. Eisen to design
and fabricate her one-of-a-kind Franklin Mountain Collection
pieces. Entitled “Stick With It”, the article demonstrates her
use of an adhesive paper to aid in arranging difficult jewelry
pieces and enable them to be joined with a laser welder.
The book includes nationally known goldsmiths and experts
describing their creative jewelry techniques and designs.
MJSA, also known as The Manufacturing Jewelers and
Suppliers of America published The Professional Excellence
in Jewelry Making and Design Journal bimonthly and has a
circulation of 17,000. Since 1903, MJSA has a worldwide
membership base and is an internationally recognized leader
in advancing the interests of jewelry manufacturers, designers
and retailers. The magazine covers breaking news and creative
techniques that shape the consumer-led jewelry industry and
is widely recognized as one of the longtime authorities on the
custom jewelry market.
Susan Eisen is the President and Chief Designer at Susan Eisen
Fine Jewelry, Watches, Art, & Appraiser (www.susaneisen.
com), and has a multitude of national awards and credentials
including Graduate Gemologist from the Gemological Institute
of America, Master Gemologist Appraiser® from the American
Society of Appraisers, and Certified Gemologist Appraiser
from the American Gem Society. She is presently the president
of the Texas Jewelers Association and is the author of two
books, one on collecting jewelry (www.crazyaboutjewelry.net)
and the other on avoiding family heirloom inheritance battles
after you die (www.inheritanceexpert.com). An El Paso native,
she founded her first store in 1980, is currently located at 5857
North Mesa, and does custom jewelry designing, repairs, and
fine art appraising. Ms. Eisen is well known for her designs
worn on the red carpet by celebrities and her gallery features
fine art and crafts by El Paso and national artists. The store is
open Tuesdays through Saturdays 10:00 am to 6:00 pm and by
appointment on Sundays and Mondays.

drop earrings with amethyst cz and pave dome with a genuine
rhodium finish. Style # EHT7460. MSRP: $129. Baguette Circle
of Life necklace with AAA quality cz and a genuine rhodium
finish. Style # NT7447. MSRP: $139; Teardrop pendant with
genuine oval-shaped amethyst center stone and a genuine
rhodium finish. Style # SLK6136A. MSRP: $79.
For more information call 954-578-1880

Kin & Pebble Bar Bracelet
After the popularity of their bar pendants, Kin & Pebble is excited
to announce that they now have a personalized horizontal bar
bracelet! With the same engravable space as the pendant
style, these bracelets can be customized with actual fingerprint,
handprint, footprint, handwriting or standard text engraving.
The chambered style allows for personalizations on all four sides
while the flat, non-ash holding style can be engraved on front &
back. This new bracelet also mimics the horizontal bar pendant
in that it features an adjustable length chain – 7”-8.5”. It can
be ordered in your customer’s choice of the following metals:
sterling silver, solid 14K gold (yellow, white or rose), or platinum.
As always, Kin & Pebble does not sell to the general public and
a wholesale account is required to place orders.
To inquire about this
new bracelet or to
obtain a wholesale
account,
please
contact Kin & Pebble
directly at 877-2657994 or visit their
website at www.
KinAndPebble.com.

Sterling Reputation Spring Styles
Sterling Reputation known for popular, fast selling styles offers
these pieces crafted in .925 sterling silver with a triple key msrp.
Dream Catcher earrings in AAA quality cz with a genuine
rhodium finish. Style # EPZ7368. MSRP: $199.; Sterling silver
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Qualified candidates are urged to apply for the fellowships at GIA’s Carlsbad,
California and New York City locations. Applications are due by July 31,
2021. For more information and to apply, visit GIA.edu/research-careers.
“GIA’s research deepens the world’s understanding of gemstones,
building knowledge about Earth’s formation and development, and also
contributes to GIA’s deeply held mission to protect all who cherish and
value gems and their mineral origins,” said Tom Moses, GIA executive
vice president and chief laboratory and research officer. “Researchers
focused on scientific problems related to mineralogy, crystallography,
geochemistry and gemology of diamonds, colored gem stones and
pearls, and those with interest in developing related technologies and
instrumentation will have unrivalled access to gemstones that come
through GIA’s laboratory.”
Research fellows will be exposed to rough and polished natural,
laboratory-grown and treated gemstones, including samples acquired
by GIA’s unique field gemology program from gem locales around the
world. In-house research tools include FTIR; UV-Vis-NIR absorption;
Raman, photoluminescence and EPR spectrometers; an SEM microscope
equipped with EDS and CL spectroscopy and imaging; laser ablation
ICP-MS; and a CVD diamond growth lab with laser cutting and polishing
facilities. GIA also facilitates access to outside research facilities. The
start date of each fellowship is flexible as long as applicants received
their Ph.D. in a relevant field by the start date, and preferably within the
last three years.
The fellowship includes a competitive annual stipend, research funding
and travel subsidies for approved offsite research work. Benefits include
full health, dental and vision insurance, and the potential reimbursement
of relocation expenses. Appointments are for one year and may be
extended for a second year based on mutual agreement.
The Richard T. Liddicoat Postdoctoral Research Associate Fellowship
program was created in 2014 to honor GIA’s former president, who was
widely considered the “Father of Modern Gemology.” .
TRJ

